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Towards quality management of medical information on
the internet: evaluation, labelling, and filtering of
information
Gunther Eysenbach, Thomas L Diepgen

The principal dilemma of the internet is that, while its
anarchic nature is desirable for fostering open debate
without censorship, this raises questions about the
quality of information available, which could inhibit its
usefulness. While the internet allows “medical minority
interest groups to access information of critical interest
to them so that morbidity in these rare conditions can
be lessened,”1 it also gives quacks such as the “cancer
healer” Ryke Geerd Hamer a platform (http://
www.geocities.com/HotSprings/3374/index.htm).2–4

Quality is defined as “the totality of characteristics
of an entity that bear on its ability to satisfy stated and
implied needs.”5 For quality to be evaluated, these
needs have to be defined and translated into a set of
quantitatively or qualitatively stated requirements for
the characteristics of an entity that reflect the stated
and implied needs. So how can we define consumers’
“needs” in the case of medical information on the
internet?

The quality of medical information is particularly
important because misinformation could be a matter
of life or death.6 Thus, studies investigating the “quality
of medical information” on the various internet
venues—websites,7 mailing lists and newsgroups,8 9 and
in email communication between patients and
doctors10—are mostly driven by the concern of possible
endangerment for patients by low quality medical
information. Thus, quality control measures should
aim for the Hippocratic injunction “first, do no harm.”

Most papers published so far about the problem of
quality of medical internet information focus on
assessing reliability, but, as box 1 shows, this should be
only one aspect of quality measures aiming for “first,
do no harm.” Another should be to provide context.
Although these two problems are different in nature
and different measures may be proposed to solve them,
we discuss a common measure that could solve both
aspects at the same time: assigning “metadata” to inter-
net information; both evaluative metadata to help con-
sumers assess reliability and descriptive metadata to
provide context.

Benchmarks
Ideally, the success of methods of quality control and
evaluation would be tested by their impact on morbid-
ity, mortality, and quality of life. Such benchmarks
would, however, be extremely difficult to measure.12

Therefore, measures of process and structure13 could
be used as more indirect indicators of quality—for
example, reliability, provision of context, qualification
of authors, use or acceptance of this information by
consumers, etc.

Filtering and selecting information
Table 1 shows different systems for quality control of
information on the internet. If quality control at the
time of production is not possible or not desirable,14 it
could be decentralised and consist of selecting the
products complying to the quality requirements of a
consumer. Such selection may consist of downstream
filtering (by consumers) and upstream filtering (by an
intermediary).

Summary points

The quality of information on the internet is
extremely variable, limiting its use as a serious
information source

A possible solution may be self labelling of
medical information by web authors in
combination with a systematised critical appraisal
of health related information by users and third
parties using a validated standard core vocabulary

Labelling and filtering technologies such as PICS
(platform for internet content selection) could
supply professionals and consumers with labels to
help them separate valuable health information
from dubious information

Doctors, medical societies, and associations could
critically appraise internet information and act as
decentralised “label services” to rate the value and
trustworthiness of information by putting
electronic evaluative and descriptive “tags” on it

Indirect “cybermetric” indicators of quality
determined by computer programs could
complement human peer review
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Selection by third parties (upstream filtering)
Today, many reviewed indexes (review services) rate
medical websites.15 16 In this “upstream filtering”
approach, third parties set quality criteria and also
perform the evaluations, usually by means of a few
human reviewers. This is one possible form of “distrib-
uted” quality management, but it has problems (see
box 2).

Filtering by the user (manual downstream filtering)
An approach that circumvents some of the problems
of upstream filtering (especially that of the volatility of
internet information) is that of third parties communi-
cating selection criteria to users (without any attempt
to rate internet information themselves) to help
consumers to evaluate (“filter”) information “manually”

on their own.17 The huge drawback of this approach is
that it does not really help consumers to find high
quality information quickly, as they have to check
manually each entity (website, email, news article)
against the given set of quality criteria.

Box 1: Why internet information is different
from printed information

Characteristics of internet that make information and
communication over this medium “special”
• Complete lack of quality control at stage of
production, leading more easily to lack of reliability
• A “context deficit” leading to situation where
information does not necessarily have to be false to
harm

Examples of “context deficit”
• Less clear “markers” than in traditional publishing
to allow patients to easily recognise a document as
intended for professionals rather than for patients.
Patients reading information intended for health
professionals may misinterpret information,6 leading
to false expectations about treatment options, etc
• It is possible to read a web page without having seen
context pages or the “cover” page containing
disclaimers, warnings, etc
• Anonymity (of authors) may cause additional
problems. Authors of web pages, news articles, emails,
etc, sometimes remain unidentified
• Health information that is valid in a specific
healthcare context may be wrong in a different one: “A
free market of information will conflict with a
controlled market in health care”11

Table 1 Different systems for quality control of information on the internet, ranging from present state of uncontrolled information to
an unrealistic and undesirable state of full centralised control of information. In between are two decentralised filtering approaches:
the present “upstream filtering” approach, and a possible future “downstream filtering” approach supported by software

Uncontrolled, raw
information

Intermediate state of labelled or filtered information
(“bottom up” quality control) Centrally controlled

information
(“top down” quality control)Present system Possible future system

Quality control None Decentralised control by a few
third parties

Decentralised control by many third
parties and users

Central control

Quality criteria None Set by third parties Set by users Set by central institution

Structure Anarchic In principle anarchic, but with
option for users to take guidance

by selecting rating services

In principle anarchic, but with option
for users to take guidance by letting

software automatically consult
multiple rating services

Governed structure

Data Raw data Data evaluated by third party Data labelled (categorised, rated,
weighted) by author or third party, or

both

Data edited or controlled

Filtering None, unimpeded rivers
of data

Upstream filtering by third parties
(review services). Users cannot

influence selection criteria

Downstream filtering by users and
collaborative filtering. Users define

selection criteria

Upstream filtering imposed by
central body (such as

government). Filtering criteria
set by third party

Control of
information

Chaotic, anarchic state
with information of

unclear quality

Information evaluated by third
parties

High quality information easy to find.
Data rated, labelled, and weighted

according to users’ criteria

“Censored” information

Box 2: Drawbacks of upstream filtering

Volatility—The internet is too dynamic and rapidly
changing to be reviewed by a few such filtering
services. A solution for this problem could be that
more and more highly specialised services could
evolve, serving the special needs of certain user groups
and focusing on certain internet venues, including
newsgroups and mailing lists8

Questionable validity and reliability of rating
instruments—A recent systematic review assessing 47
rating instruments for medical websites concluded that
“many incompletely developed instruments to evaluate
health information exist on the internet. It is unclear,
however, whether they should exist in the first place,
whether they measure what they claim to measure, or
whether they lead to more good than harm.”15 Many of
these services merely provide a badge or “seal of
approval” or assign stars, medals, apples, thumbs, or
sunglasses to websites,15 16 which may, at best, give users
a remote idea on the reliability of the website (leaving
aside that the rating itself may be of questionable
reliability and validity)
Rating cannot take into account users’ context and
needs—Quality criteria are fixed by third parties, and
consumers may have different requirements than the
reviewers. A link to a document written by an expert
scientist and rated four stars by another expert may be
useless for a patient. Equally, a document written for
general practitioners may be of limited use for medical
specialists
Users have to check a review service explicitly before or after
reading a web page to check its rating—How many users
who end up directly on a website because they used a
search engine take the effort to make a second search
of reviewed indexes for the rating of that site? How
many users further try to obtain the ratings from
different rating services in order to compare them and
to estimate their reliability and interobserver variance?
And if they did so, how should they interpret one
service rating the website two stars and another rating
it three sunglasses?
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Filtering by the user supported by software
(automatic downstream filtering)
We therefore propose to focus on a third approach,
automatic downstream filtering. Here, quality criteria
are set up by third parties and translated into a compu-
ter readable vocabulary, and the filtering is done, at
least partly, by users’ software.

A prerequisite for this approach is that internet
information is labelled with “metadata” in a standard-
ised format to allow software to search for and check
information that is suitable for an individual user.
Metadata can be provided by authors within the infor-
mation itself, describing the contents and context of
the information, but, more importantly, users’ software
could also request metadata from third parties (rating
services) to see whether a rating service provides
additional descriptive or evaluative information about
the item retrieved. Software products (browsers) may
be customised by clients in order to filter out any infor-
mation that does not meet the personal quality
requirements or interests of the user.

As both types of metadata (the authors’ and those
of third parties) can also be indexed in search engines,
this approach also helps users to find information
directly.

Electronic labels
The World Wide Web Consortium has recently
developed a set of technical standards called PICS
(platform for internet content selection)18–21 that enable
people to distribute electronic descriptions or ratings
of digital works across the internet in a computer read-
able form. PICS was originally developed to support
applications for filtering out pornography and other
offensive material, to protect children. An information
provider that wishes to offer descriptions of its own
materials can directly embed labels in electronic docu-
ments or other items (such as images)—for example,
such labels may indicate whether the content is appro-
priate for particular audiences such as minors, patients,
etc.

Perhaps even more important, independent third
parties, so called label services, can describe or evaluate
material—human reviewers or automatic software (see
below) rate websites and create electronic labels. An
end user’s software will automatically check at the label
bureau(s) that the user is subscribed to while accessing
a website or retrieving any other kind of digital
information. The software further interprets the
computer readable labels and checks them against the
requirements defined by the user. It may then, for
example, display a warning if the information is aimed
at a different audience or if the website is known to
contain misleading health information, etc.

The quality criteria (in PICS terms “rating
categories”) and their scales are together called rating
vocabulary. We have developed a prototype core
vocabulary, med-PICS, for possible use with medical
information.22 This vocabulary contains descriptive
categories such as the intended audience (from “kids”
to “highly specialised researcher”), which could be used
by authors to provide “context,” and evaluative catego-
ries such as “source rating” (from “highly trustworthy”
to “known to provide wrong or misleading infor-

mation”), which could be used by third party label
services.

The main advantages of automatic downstream fil-
tering would be
x The exact quality requirements can be set by the user,
not by the rating service alone. The rating service
describes the information with values on defined scales
in different categories, and the user determines the
thresholds. For example, a user could tell the software,
“I want only material that is suitable for patients, which
relates to the healthcare setting in Britain, and which is
rated of at least medium reliability”
x The software could automatically check one or more
rating services in the background, without the user
having explicitly to consult a rating service before or
after entering a website or retrieving any other kind of
information.

The idea of assigning standardised metadata to
medical information on the internet is not new,23 but
the key difference of using an infrastructure such as
PICS is that not only can authors include metadata but
third parties can also associate metadata to all kinds of
information (see table 2). Until now metadata were pri-
marily thought of as descriptive (provided by authors),
but in the future metadata could also be evaluative
(provided by third parties).

Who should evaluate and how
PICS is merely an infrastructure for distributing
metadata, not a method per se to evaluate information.
The questions of who should evaluate and how still
remain.

Today, most of the rating of medical information is
done by organisations, publishers, and sometimes indi-
viduals. We think that in the future more people from
the medical community should evaluate internet infor-
mation while they surf the internet. We propose a col-
laboration of medically qualified internet users,
consisting of volunteers who, for example, get a
program or browser extension that allows them to rate
medical websites in a standard format. These ratings
could be transmitted to one or several medical label
databases, which could be used by consumers.

If thousands of doctors continuously took part in a
global rating project we might be able to keep pace
with the dynamics of the internet. With this true
“bottom up” approach, one could also easily evaluate
the rating instruments in terms of variation among
observers. Further, the heterogeneity of the reviewers
would take account of the many different perspectives
and backgrounds that consumers may have as well.

Beyond peer review: automatic and
semiautomatic methods of assessing
quality
Traditional peer review has many problems, such as
that reviewers are human and can make factually
incorrect judgments and that peer reviewing is very
time consuming. We therefore propose that more work
should be made to explore the potential of computers
to determine indirect quality indicators by means of
automatic (mathematical) methods. Current research
suggests that “web surfing” follows strong mathe-
matical patterns,24 and work in the new discipline of
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“cybermetrics” has indicated promising methods for
measuring the impact of websites—distinguishing low
quality websites from high quality sites by analysis of
user behaviour, user pattern, complexity of the website,
etc (box 3). Of course, the specificity of such indicators
is low (a popular website with many users may still
harm with unreliable information), but they are
sensitive and, once the methods are established and
validated, easy to obtain.

Conclusion and call for action
While suggestions for an agreed formal international
standard for medical publications on the internet,
enforced by appropriate peer or government organisa-
tions,26 are probably not realistic, there should at least
be a core standard for labelling health related
information. In our proposed collaboration for critical
appraisal of medical information on the internet,22

organisations, associations, societies, institutions, and
individuals interested in reviewing, assessing, and com-
piling medical information will be invited to join the
discussion.

The internet—a decentralised medium by nature—
not only allows access to information distributed on
various computers but also allows a distributed
management of quality with decentralised quality con-
trol and evaluation. Filtering techniques and infrastruc-
tures such as PICS may help to overcome the present
oligarchic approach of a few review services attempt-
ing to rate all the information of the internet towards a
truly distributed, democratic, collaborative rating.
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Hallmarks for quality of information
J A Muir Gray

The Goldsmiths’ Company was founded in London in
1327 and has flourished for over 650 years. It never
traded gold but specialised in the assay of gold and
other precious metals. The Goldsmiths’ Company has
flourished because it has been an independent assay
service, measuring the quality of gold and stamping
the gold with a hallmark to indicate to the public the
purity of the metal with an explicit system of measure-
ment (the word “carat” derives from the Arabic for the
carob bean, for the beans of the carob are of uniform
size and can be used as standard weights).

Knowledge hallmarks are needed to perform the
function of gold hallmarks, and the Cochrane logo has
already become a knowledge hallmark, clearly defining
the quality of knowledge because readers can look at
the Cochrane Collaboration Handbook and see the meth-
ods used to produce and appraise the Cochrane
Reviews. Journal titles have been another hallmark, but
the dependability and credibility of that hallmark is
fading as doubts increase about the rigour of the assay
method called peer review and evidence shows that
even in prestigious journals the assay procedure is
flawed and unreliable. Worryingly, all the flaws in the
assay procedure seem to overemphasise the strength of
the positive effect of new interventions and treatments,
with a significant increase in the positive effect of the
treatment resulting from poor trial design (table 1) and
biased reporting (table 2).

This is a problem in the paper world and will be
even more of a problem in the electronic world, in part
because electronic journals are so easy to create. Every

time information on the world wide web has been criti-
cally reviewed or assayed, the quality has been shown
to be very variable. Even more worrying, it is hard, and
sometimes impossible, to assess the quality of a website
because the necessary evidence is not present.

When the printing press was invented, there was
concern that the printed word would give undue cred-
ibility to an idea or proposition. The same applied to
the world wide web when it started, although people
now have a healthier scepticism for anything on the
web because of the rapid growth of electronic junk.
However, the web is an important means of communi-
cation, and will become increasingly important when it
becomes available on digital television. Already tools
have been developed to monitor the quality of health-
care information: DISCERN and the National Centre
for Information Quality are examples of initiatives
taken to help the public appraise the quality of
information provided to them. What is needed,
however, is a common standard based on the intellec-
tual equivalent of carob beans, with an Honourable
Company of Healthcare Knowledgesmiths to run the
assay procedure in an independent and disinterested
way so that people can not only distinguish gold from
a base metal but also know whether they are reading 24
carat or 18 carat knowledge.
1 Schultz KF, Chalmers I, Hayes RJ, Altman DG. Empirical evidence of bias:
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Table 2 Sources of positive bias in the reporting of controlled trials (data from Gray2)

Source of bias Cause

Submission bias Research workers are more strongly motivated to complete, and submit for
publication, positive results

Publication bias Editors are more likely to publish positive studies

Methodological bias Methodological errors such as flawed randomisation produce positive biases

Table 1 Effects of poor design of controlled trials on estimates
of treatment effects (trials with poor evidence of randomisation
compared with trials with adequate randomisation, data from
Schultz et al1)

Design fault Exaggeration of odds ratio

Inadequate method of treatment allocation Larger by 41%

Unclear method of treatment allocation Larger by 30%

Trials not double blind Larger by 17%
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